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Introduction 19 

Diamonds represent the deepest materials originating in the Earth’s interior that can be found 20 

on the planet’s surface. Their study has shed light on the geochemistry (both major and trace 21 

elements), geophysics, petrology, geodynamics and mineralogy of the mantle and the growth 22 

conditions of diamond, from the lithosphere to the upper/lower mantle boundary (Shirey et 23 

al., 2013 for a review; Stachel and Harris, 2008 and references therein). To obtain rigorous 24 

information about the chemical and physical conditions of diamond formation it is crucial to 25 

determine if the crystallization of the inclusions occurred before (protogenetic), during 26 

(syngenetic) or after (epigenetic) the growth of diamond. Obviously, the main information on 27 

the diamond origin is obtained when the inclusions are syngenetic because in this case the 28 

diamond and the inclusions were formed under the same physical/chemical conditions. 29 

Criteria to establish the nature of the inclusions were chiefly based on the morphology of 30 

these minerals in the diamond. Experimental evidences clearly indicate that the  external 31 

shape of inclusions, whether they are monoclinic (pyroxenes), hexagonal (monosulphides), 32 
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orthorhombic (olivines) or cubic (chromites or garnets), can all exhibit morphologies inside 33 

diamonds, which appear to have been imposed by their cubic diamond hosts, with the cubo-34 

octahedral morphology being particularly common. In addition, the epitaxial relationship 35 

between inclusions and diamond host has also been investigated and has been considered to 36 

be further a strong proof of syngenesis (Bulanova, 1995; Futergendler and Frank-37 

Kamenetsky, 1961; Harris and Gurney, 1979; Meyer, 1987; Orlov, 1977; Pearson and Shirey, 38 

1999; Sobolev, 1977). 39 

In contrast to the comments above, Taylor et al. (2003) argued that rare earth elements (REE) 40 

from harzburgitic garnet inclusions with apparent diamond-imposed morphologies were 41 

inconsistent with simultaneous growth with diamond and proposed a protogenetic origin for 42 

these inclusions. Recently, Bruno et al. (2014), and Nestola et al. (2014), studying crystal 43 

morphology and the crystallographic orientations of olivine inclusions with diamond-44 

imposed morphology, also proposed that the morphology alone cannot be considered as 45 

unequivocal proof of syngenesis and that, at least for olivine from Siberia, there are not 46 

evidences of preferential epitaxial relationships with the diamond host. Consequently, the 47 

diamond formation mechanism with respect to its guest inclusions represents a topic that is 48 

still under strong debate in the scientific community. 49 

In order to contribute to the study of the genetic nature of inclusions in diamond, the 50 

relationships between two inclusions and their host were investigated in a diamond from the 51 

Udachnaya kimberlite, Siberia. The diamond was the same sample previously studied by 52 

Nestola et al. (2011), who performed an in-situ crystal structure refinement of the inclusions 53 

to obtain data about the formation pressure. Their investigation showed that the olivine 54 

crystals had the same composition (Fo92.7) and formed at a minimum pressure of about 5 GPa 55 

at an assumed temperature 1300°C.  56 

In this work, we have investigated diamond using X-ray Diffraction Topography (XRDT), a 57 

non-destructive technique that makes it possible to obtain images of extended lattice defects 58 

in a mineral with a resolution limit of a few µm. This method has mainly been used to control 59 

the crystalline quality of natural and synthetic crystals used as electronic devices and to 60 

obtain information about crystalline growth mechanisms (Bowen and Tanner, 2005 and 61 

references therein). With this aim, many studies were also performed on diamonds in a non-62 

destructive way because the low attenuation coefficient of the X-ray beam makes this mineral 63 

highly transparent to X-rays. The main results obtained on natural diamonds concerned the 64 

relationships between structural defects and the different morphologies (Moore, 2009 and 65 
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references therein). However, until now this technique has rarely been used to obtain minero-66 

petrogenetic information, and in particular there are no previous studies using topographic 67 

images to investigate the relationships between diamonds and their inclusions. In fact, 68 

samples containing inclusions were usually rejected by researchers, because  complete 69 

characterization of the extended defects using X-ray topography requires crystals with a low 70 

density of structural imperfections and therefore with almost no volume defects. 71 

Nevertheless, since X-Ray Topography is sensitive to the strain associated with extended 72 

defects, the images obtained allow mapping of spatial distribution of the crystal defects in a 73 

whole sample volume. It therefore provides data for reconstruction of the crystal’s growth 74 

history, even when the high density of defects prevents the high resolution of any single 75 

defect. For this reason, this type of method has recently also been used in Earth Science to 76 

provide minerogenetic information on tourmalines, garnets and beryls (Agrosì et al., 2006; 77 

Agrosì et al., 2011; Tempesta et al., 2011; Pignatelli et al., 2015). Recently, X-Ray 78 

Topography has also been successfully applied to reconstruction of the growth history of a 79 

diamond from the Finsch mine, providing a complete discrimination between growth and 80 

post-growth defects. The results obtained showed that this diamond’s growth was 81 

characterized by the development of sub-individuals (twinned and untwinned) related to a 82 

relaxation phenomenon following the stress caused by the incorporation of large pyrope and 83 

orthoenstatite inclusions (Agrosì et al., 2013). These previous studies strongly suggest that 84 

this methodological approach may provide a useful and novel contribution regarding the 85 

genetic origin of inclusions in diamonds. In this paper, we show that the topographic images 86 

of the structural defects in the diamond regions surrounding the inclusions can help to explain 87 

the relationships between these volume defects and their host. 88 

 89 

Materials and method 90 

The diamond specimen studied in this work is colorless with longest dimension about 3 mm 91 

and has an elongate, but flattened and slightly rounded octahedral shape (Fig. 1). The sample 92 

contains three colorless olivine inclusions, (Fig. 1a); those labelled A and B were the ones 93 

previously investigated by Nestola et al. (2011). The olivine labelled C was considered not 94 

suitable by these authors for remnant pressure investigations because it was surrounded by 95 

several cracks and thus its internal pressure could be significantly released. Optical 96 

observations revealed that the diamond has anomalous birefringence (Fig. 1b) and under 97 

reflected light, etch pits as trigons were observed on the flattened (111) faces (Fig. 1c). 98 
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The diamond was investigated by XRDT, in transmission geometry with a conventional 99 

source. The technique, developed by Lang (1959), is a non-destructive imaging technique, 100 

sensitive to the strain associated with extended defects and yields spatial distribution and full 101 

characterization of the crystal defects in the crystals. This technique is used for the 102 

visualisation of defects (dislocations, twins, domain walls, inclusions, impurity distribution 103 

and so on) present in the whole sample volume. The image recorded is an integration over a 104 

spatial distribution of line sources (divergent waves) on the entrance surface of the crystal 105 

that is a distribution of monochromatic cylinder waves.  106 

Both a vertical slit (aperture 150 μm) and a horizontal one (covering the size of the whole 107 

sample) collimated the X-rays, originated from a point source. The collimated beam was 108 

directed to the crystal specimen, which was orientated to the Bragg angle. A regulating 109 

vertical slit, next to the sample, allowed the diffracted beam to be recorded on high-resolution 110 

photographic plates and, at the same time, acted as a beam-stop for the transmitted beam. To 111 

study the whole sample, the crystal and the photographic plate were set on a platform 112 

equipped with a constant translation movement and scanned together through the X-ray beam 113 

(traverse topography). The topographs (Laue geometry) were collected using a Rigaku 114 

camera with monochromatic radiation (MoKα1) and with a micro-focus X-ray tube. The 1 115 

mm thickness of the sample allows the optimum kinematical diffraction condition μt ≈ 1 (μ = 116 

linear absorption coefficient; t = crystal thickness) to be made, minimizing the X-ray 117 

absorption. The resolution is about 1-2 μm. Characterization of the structural defects was 118 

performed by applying the extinction criteria to their diffraction contrasts, according to 119 

kinematical and dynamic X-ray diffraction theories (Authier and Zarka, 1994). 120 

 121 

 122 

Results 123 

Optical observations reveal that the two largest inclusions, labelled A and C (Fig. 2a), show a 124 

diamond-imposed morphology. Several cracks surround the C inclusion while on the upper 125 

right corner of the A inclusion small fractures can be noted as well. No discontinuity was 126 

found around the B inclusion. The stereogram shown in Figure 2b represents the 127 

crystallographic orientations of these inclusions with respect to the diamond (see Nestola et 128 

al., 2014). These orientations are different from each other and appear to be random with 129 

respect to the diamond principal axes, i.e. without any preferential epitaxial relationships. 130 

Comparisons between the optical and crystallographic observations allowed the 131 
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reconstruction, in a qualitative way, of the morphology of the inclusions. Although it was not 132 

possible to measure the true angles between the faces of the olivines, it can be noted that the 133 

A and C inclusions exhibit a typical diamond-imposed morphology, whereas for the B 134 

inclusion we can only observe an elongated shape (see in Fig. 2a, the green drawings). 135 

Additionally, optical observations, made by focusing on the surface of the A olivine inclusion 136 

reveal the piling up of laminae producing a typical stepped surface commonly due to 137 

dissolution or growth processes (Fig. 3a and b) (see Sunagawa, 2005, and references therein). 138 

We recognize two main systems of “stepped figures”: the lower one in Fig. 3b resembles a 139 

triangular symmetry. The upper pattern in Fig. 3b instead shows a different symmetry, which 140 

suggests the presence of a two-fold axis. This finding is in agreement with what shown in the 141 

stereogram of Fig. 2b, where it can be observed that the direction of one of the three two-fold 142 

axes belonging to the orthorhombic symmetry of olivine A, [00-1]A, is very close, almost 143 

parallel, to the[1-11]  direction of diamond (Fig. 3c). These observations suggest that the 144 

“stepped figures” could affect both the diamond and the olivine. 145 

Fig. 4 presents a set of traverse topographs, which show that the whole crystal does not 146 

diffract simultaneously, because different misoriented regions of the sample are alternatively 147 

in or out of the diffraction conditions. As an example in Figs. 4a and b the images taken 148 

under the same reflection exhibit a diffraction contrast of complementary regions. In these 149 

topographs, there is a lack of diffraction contrast observed for both of the largest olivine 150 

inclusions, labelled A and C. With inclusion B the diffraction effects of the diamond lattice 151 

mask its small size and thus no further comment on this inclusion could be made. 152 

An analysis of the diffraction contrast reveals that the diamond exhibits deformation fields 153 

affecting the entire sample. These features are believed to be due to plastic deformation (PD) 154 

taking place after the crystallization of diamond. The crystallographic direction of strain can 155 

be established applying the extinction criterion (Authier and Zarka, 1994) and this shows 156 

that, as expected, the deformation direction corresponds to that commonly found in structures 157 

with Fd-3m space group, where the energetically most favourable slip system is <110> 158 

{111}. 159 

The main objective of this study was to investigate the relationships between the diamond 160 

matrix and the olivine crystals trapped in it, in order to shed light on the genetic nature of the 161 

inclusions. Unfortunately, the overlapping of the strain fields associated with the plastic 162 

deformation of the diamond makes the resolution of defects in the diamond regions 163 

surrounding the inclusions difficult. To minimize overlapping, three subsequent topographs 164 
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were recorded under fixed exposure (Fig. 5).  These topographs differ from the traverse 165 

topographs in Fig. 4, which were taken by translating the specimen and the photographic 166 

plate together. Since the image recorded on the film during translation is an integration over a 167 

spatial distribution of the divergent waves, the fixed exposure reduces the superposition of 168 

the effects caused by the beam divergence, improving the defect resolution.  For this reason, 169 

the sample was repositioned under the incident beam in three successive positions (Fig. 5a) in 170 

order to obtain three different fixed topographic images, each representing different portions 171 

of diamond containing the inclusions (Fig. 5b). The topographs obtained displays more 172 

clearly the diffraction contrasts around the A and C olivines: at micron-meter scale, there is a 173 

dark contrast surrounding both inclusions and no dislocations appear to be nucleated from the 174 

olivine inclusions. The diffraction contrasts of some dislocations (D) not connected with the 175 

entrapment of the inclusions can be seen (Fig. 1c).  These dislocations can be related to the 176 

trigons observed on the surfaces of sample. 177 

 178 

Discussion 179 

The two main results from the XRDT are (i) the presence of areas of dark contrast around the 180 

A and C olivine inclusions and (ii) absence of dislocations starting from these inclusions, 181 

which if present would appear as straight or curving lines radiating away from the inclusions. 182 

Both observations help to elucidate the relationship between diamond and the olivines. 183 

The dark contrasts around the inclusions correspond to deformation in the diamond lattice 184 

caused by a different thermo-elastic behaviour between the olivine and the diamond host and 185 

this effect is more normally seen as birefringence haloes commonly observed around the 186 

inclusions when viewed down an optical microscope (see for example Howell, 2012, and 187 

Howell et al., 2012).  188 

Normally, when a solid inclusion is incorporated in a full-grown state in another growing 189 

crystal, a volume defect is generated and ‘lattice closure errors’ occur by the imperfect 190 

connection between the foreign phase and the host phase that locally interrupts the crystal 191 

pattern of the diamond. The volume distortion of the crystal structure around the inclusion 192 

necessitates nucleation of a number of defects to minimize the lattice misfit. In general, 193 

nucleation of dislocations occurs to ensure a better connection between the inclusion and the 194 

host phase. In some cases, complex twinning can develop (Agrosì et al., 2013). Large 195 

inclusions usually emit bundles of many dislocations (Fig. 6).  If plastic deformation occur, 196 
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the grown-in dislocations will move and adopt a more or less irregular arrangement or 197 

become half-loops though still keeping anchored at the inclusions (Klapper, 200) 198 

The lack of dislocations observed in the topographic images at the diamond/olivine interfaces 199 

is a very unusual finding. Two different scenarios can be invoked to explain the absence of 200 

defects triggered by entrapment of olivine inclusions: (i) a high lattice coherence at the 201 

diamond/olivine interfaces, i.e. the development of epitaxial relationships with a negligible 202 

misfit between the 2D lattices describing the crystal faces in direct contact. This hypothesis 203 

was recently discussed in two papers (Bruno et al., 2015; Bruno et al., 2016), which 204 

investigated four diamond/olivine interfaces at the quantum-mechanical level. (ii) Diamond 205 

and olivine are not in direct contact, but a very thin layer of amorphous matter (liquid or 2D 206 

solid) between diamond and olivine forms a more complex interface able to prevent the 207 

formation of dislocations (Bruno et al., 2016). 208 

In our case, a definitive explanation for the absence of dislocations could only be confirmed 209 

by nanoscale investigations, in order to verify the lattice matching at the interface between 210 

diamond and olivine.  211 

The results obtained in our study show that the diamond-imposed morphology of inclusions 212 

A and C behaves like a void in the diamond crystalline structure filled by olivine crystals that 213 

assume the morphology of diamond cavity (negative crystal shape). Then, according to the 214 

morphological criteria outlined above, it could be deduced that the A and C inclusions with 215 

their diamond-imposed morphologies are syngenetic. 216 

The syngenetic origin involves a simultaneous growth of the inclusions and the host mineral, 217 

and implies a process under which the diamond imposes its morphology on the olivine 218 

inclusions. Previous studies proposed a process of “mutual growth” of the inclusions and 219 

diamond, during which the diamond shows a much greater “form energy”, that imposes the 220 

shape to the inclusions (Harris, 1968). The “mutual growth” presupposes a synchronous 221 

growth of inclusions and diamond and this fact has led to consider the diamond-imposed 222 

morphology as a key proof of syngenesis (Bulanova, 1995). In addition, the synchronous 223 

growth of diamond and olivine has been experimentally proved by crystallization tests of 224 

melts with peridotite-carbonatite compositions (Bobrov and Litvin, 2009; Litvin et al., 2012), 225 

even if these studies did not report diamonds with olivine inclusions. 226 

Therefore, on the basis of the aforementioned studies and without any evidence of lattice 227 

matching at the interface, the absence of dislocations found in this work may be considered as 228 

a further proof of syngenetic origin. 229 
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With regard to the “stepped figures” here observed, it is hard to explain their origin without 230 

considering dissolution or growth processes (i.e. Sunagawa, 2005) and such processes could 231 

have played a role in the final morphology of these inclusions regardless of their syn- or 232 

protogenesis nature.   233 

From the work of Nestola et al. (2014), it is clear that the crystallographic relationship 234 

between diamond and olivine from the Udachnaya mine is, in general, random. In addition, a 235 

more recent study by Neuser et al. (2015) using EBSD analyses from four diamonds 236 

containing eight olivines from the Yubileinaya mine, also in Yakutia, Siberia, again 237 

concluded that there was no epitaxial control during diamond and olivine formation. 238 

Based on the aforementioned evidences, a synchronous growth of diamond and olivine 239 

inclusions is still possible because that process is not governed by epitaxy in the first place. 240 

Thus, if we take into account the possibility that the inclusions are actually protogenetic, a 241 

question to consider is under what process a full-grown protogenetic inclusion assumes a 242 

diamond-imposed morphology. Because of the lack of distinct morphology of olivine in 243 

upper mantle peridotite the potential protogenetic inclusion is probably anhedral. A further 244 

consideration is the genesis age of these diamonds and the length of time and the temperature 245 

at which they have sat in the upper mantle. In the case of Udachnaya, and assuming the 246 

inclusions are syngenetic, the genesis age of peridotitic inclusions is 2010 ± 60 Ma, the 247 

kimberlite erupted 361± 6 Ma ago and the likely temperature of formation is 1150 ± 100°C 248 

taking the average worldwide value for peridotitic inclusions in diamond, (all data from 249 

Stachel and Harris, 2008).   250 

A shape change of a trapped inclusion in full-grown state may occur by two 251 

processes, either solid-state diffusion, or passing through resorption-recrystallization 252 

episodes. 253 

The solid-state diffusion, comparing the physical properties of olivine and diamond, can be 254 

triggered by a different plastic behavior of olivine that eventually could undergo the 255 

morphology imposed from the diamond. This process can be favored by diffusion and /or 256 

dislocation creep along the slip systems of the olivine structure and “disclination” formation 257 

that can be detected only by means of investigations at nano-scale (Cordier et al., 2014).  258 

Previously, Nestola et al. (2014) considered highly unlikely modification of the inclusion’s 259 

shape after encapsulation by dislocation creep mainly because such a process would request 260 

very large energies. In addition, diffusion creep process could be also ruled out because in 261 

olivine it produces crystallographic preferred orientations of grains that, in turn, involves 262 
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crystallographic alignment of olivine inclusions not found in our specimen (e.g., Gung et al., 263 

2003 and Kneller et al., 2005; Myazaki et al., 2013).  264 

With the resorption-recrystallization scenario it is known that the natural diamond crystals 265 

brought up from the depth of the Earth passing through the region unstable for diamond have 266 

always experienced dissolution (Sunagawa, 1984 and Sunagawa et al., 1984). Indeed, the 267 

rounded morphology of the specimen and especially the trigons observed on the octahedral 268 

faces invariably testify that such process occurred rapidly during the last stage of exhumation 269 

of the diamond. Conversely, the formation of the “stepped figures” observed on the surface of 270 

inclusion A imply mechanisms of selective partial dissolution occurring during the 271 

entrapment of inclusions. This process could also explain the “imposition” of diamond 272 

morphology on the inclusions, in agreement with a previous hypothesis made by Nestola et 273 

al. (2014) for diamonds from Udachnaya. The growing diamond trapped pre-existing olivines 274 

exposed to selective dissolution, and interface diffusion processes occurred at the diamond–275 

olivine interface, generating a diamond negative-crystal morphology. 276 

Conclusions 277 

This work provides new insight to solve the syngenesis-protogenesis debate through the 278 

analyses of structural defects.Two main results were obtained: 1) absence of dislocations 279 

nucleated from the olivine inclusions at the interface with diamond and 2) presence of 280 

“stepped figures” observed on the surface of the bigger inclusion again at the interface with 281 

diamond. 282 

The above results 1) and 2) can be considered consistent with a “syngenetic interface” 283 

between diamond and olivine as the absence of dislocations at the interface can be justified 284 

only by a perfect lattice matching between the two phases. Furthermore, the stepped figures 285 

suggest a simultaneous growth through a resorption-recrystallization process, even if these 286 

figures would provide an indication of syngenesis only for the outer layers close to the 287 

interface between diamond and olivine but not for the larger volume of the inclusion. 288 

However, to demonstrate definitely the perfect lattice matching at interface between diamond 289 

and olivine, images of interface at near atomic scale, not yet available in literature, would be 290 

necessary. 291 

Finally, although our results provide information never reported before for the diamond-292 

olivine pair, the strong debate between syngenesis and protogenesis still remains 293 

controversial and requires further information on such complex growth system.  294 
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Figure captions 416 

Figure 1. Optical micrographs of sample. a) Transmitted light under parallel nicols. Note 417 

three colorless inclusions of olivine previously studied by Nestola et al. (2011), named A, B 418 

and C. b) Transmitted light under crossed nicols. Note the anomalous birefringence of 419 

diamond. c) Optical micrograph of sample under reflected light. Note the rounded cubo-420 

octahedral morphology with two flattened parallel {111} faces showing trigons. 421 

Figure  2. a) Optical micrograph of inclusions with the corresponding schematic drawings (in 422 

green) of the reconstructed morphology: the A and C inclusions show a very typical 423 

diamond-imposed morphology.  b) Stereogram obtained by XRD data showing the relative 424 

crystallographic orientations of the olivine inclusions, labelled A and B, and their diamond 425 

host (modified from Nestola et al. 2014).  426 

Figure 3. a) Optical micrograph taken under reflecting light, focusing the surface of inclusion 427 

A; b) enlargement of the surface of the inclusion A: note “stepped” figures; c) schematic 428 

sketch showing the features associated to the 2-fold and 3-fold symmetry axes. 429 

Figure 4. X-Ray traverse topographs taken using MoKα1 radiation. Arrows show the 430 

diffraction vector projection g. a) and b) g=02-2; c) g=-311; d) g= 1 -1 1.The topographic 431 

images show only the lack of contrast corresponding to inclusions A and C, whereas the 432 

inclusion B is not detectable because of its limited size. PD: plastic post growth deformation. 433 

Projection effects of the asymmetric reflections give the difference between the size of 434 

sample and the size of the different topographic images. 435 

Figure 5.  a) optical images showing three regions on which the X-Ray topographs under 436 

fixed exposure were taken. b) X-Ray topographs under fixed exposure with the same 437 

diffraction vector g=-311 (see the small arrow). The topographic images correspond to the 438 

three successive positions of the sample under the beam (see the big arrows). A and C 439 

represent the olivine inclusions, D represents the dislocations subtending the trigons observed 440 

on the diamond surface. Dark contrasts surround the inclusions. No dislocations nucleated 441 

from the olivine inclusions are observed. 442 

Figure 6. X-ray traverse topographs taken with MoKα1 radiation revealing examples of 443 

dislocations nucleated from inclusions. a) Synthetic diamond with a number of fans of 444 

dislocations (D) nucleated from small inclusions (I), (g=111) (modified from Wierzchowski  445 

et al. 1991). b) Natural octahedral diamond with bundles of dislocations (D) radiating away 446 

from a large inclusion (I) , (g= 220) (modified from Diehl and Herres 2004). 447 
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